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Abstract 

 

Gravity is known to be the geometry of spacetime (general theory of relativity).  It would 

be reasonable to suspect that either gravity or the curvature of space (described by 

geodesics) would change as the universe expands. This paper shows why the 

gravitational constant remains constant as space expands.  It includes calculations for 

geodesics that help us fully understand gravity.    

 

Expansion equations 

 

The following derivation is similar to that of Friedmann (shown in reference 4) except the 

concept of a critical density is omitted.  The reason to show this derivation is to justify 

the use of time to the power 2/3 as the basis for expansion. 

 
Nomenclature

(all calculations are MKS)

v-velocity (m/sec)

M-mass  (kg)

R-radius (meters or m)

G-gravitational constant (nt m 2̂/kg 2̂) 

c-constant of integration

dt-delta time

t-time

H is Hubble's constant

R3 radius due to cosmolgical constant  
 

v=(2GM/R) .̂5

R=v dt

R=(2GM/R) .̂5 t+c

R (̂3/2)=t (2GM) .̂5 +c

R=t (̂2/3)((2GM)) (̂1/3)+kRdt

(nt m/kg m m 2̂/sec 2̂) .̂33 t .̂66

(m .̂33 m .̂66/sec .̂66)*sec .̂66

R will be in meters

c=v t and v=R H

H=2.3e-18/sec

dR3=R*H*dt  
 

Note that the constant of integration is included in the derivation and it is evaluated with 

the Hubble constant H.  This is the controversial cosmological constant that is now 

included in documents such as the WMAP analysis (reference 3, 5).  The author’s paper 

reference 2 contains a slightly different approach to explain the results of reference 5 but 



I have adopted the cosmological constant approach in this paper.  The author will use 

time^(2/3) but prefers to consider each proton as a center of expanding space.  The full 

expansion equations are shown below in the heading “making proton size space into 

universe size space”. 

 

Gravity in expanding space 

 

Universe size space 

 

The gravitational constant G=RV^2/M depends on R and V^2, both of which change as 

the universe expands. 

 
E=GMm/R M is central mass, m orbits

F=GMm/R^2 G is the gravitational constant

F=mV^2/R=GMm/R^2 V is velocity around central mass

mV^2=GMm/R

G=RmV^2/Mm

G=RV^2/M  
 

Proton size space 

 

Reference 1 gave the source of the gravitational constant G at the size of the proton: 

 
radius of electron orbit for the proton

Re/m=5.2911e-11+Rw=5.29177e-11

Quark "bundle" mass=129.6409 mev  orbits the three strong field energies .

with kinetic energy=799.2507 mev

            10.15 mev This orbit called Rstrong equals 2.09E-16

The proton has an orbital radius of Rw=1.43e-15 (cell az82) due to a mass of

                129.5409+799.2507=928.7916 mev orbiting with kinetic energy 10.15 

Rg=1.0174-14                 in a 20.3 mev potential energy

This kinetic energy stays at the value 10.15 except during fusion.

The quark "bundle" mass 129.5409 orbits in a gravitational field energy of 2.68 mev 

with kinetic energy 10.15 mev giving a gravitational radius of 1e-14 meters

This kinetic energy of 10.15 has been reduced to about 1.7e-13 mev 

due to expansion and the radius is currently about 0.5 meter

 
 

129.5409 129.5409

0.9273 gamma=129.54/(129.54+10.15)

0.3742 V/C=(1-(0.9273)^2)^0.5  
 
G=fr 2̂/m 2̂

r=((HC/(2pi)/(E*m/g)^0.5)=1.01e-14 meters

f=1.8e-36, m=1.67e-27 kg

G=1.8E-36*1e-14 2̂/1.67E-27 2̂=6.67e-11 newton m 2̂/kg 2̂

G=rv̂ 2/M/exp(90)

r=1e-14 meters.  v=.37*C meters/sec   M=1.67e-27 kg  
Note the factor exp(90) that will be explained later. 



 

Making proton size space into universe size space 

 

The universe will be considered as expanding cells surrounding protons.  According to 

reference 1 there are exp(180) protons and in three dimensions each radius will be 

multiplied by exp(60) to estimate the full radius. The reason to consider the universe as 

many expanding cells is that the proton contains an orbit (described in reference 1) and 

kinetic energy important to gravity.  The other reason to do this is that it places protons in 

the universe in a uniform manner.  The universe is known to be very uniform overall but 

of course the protons can move around in space.    

 

Radius of each cell R=r*time^(2/3) +HRdt 

Lower case r in the equation above becomes universe size space (R) when r is multiplied 

by time^(2/3) and the result is multiplied by exp(60). 

 

Now the next question is what happens to proton size gravity G=rv^2/M when r expands 

to R.  

 

How gravity scales as space expands 

 
R space becomes r*time^(2/3)

 what happens to v^2 so that G=rv^2/M remains constant when r expands?

ke=.5 mv^2=pe=F R 20      FR

ke0=.5 mv0^2=pe=F r pe goes up

ke/ke0=mv^2/(mv0^2)=r/R velocity falls

v^2/v0^2=r/R 10      Fr

v^2=v0^2 r/R

  answer: v^2 falls when R expands (R=r time^.66)

G=R/M*v^2=r*time^(2/3)/M*v0^2*r/(r*time^(2/3))

G=r/M*v0^2

  so G remains constant when the universe expands  
 

The geodesic 

 

Our understanding of gravity is not complete until we see how the geodesic changes in 

expanding space.  The geodesic is the curvature that matches the orbit in a way that no 

forces are experienced by a particle on the geodesic.  The equations for the geodesic are 

from relativity. 

 



1 gamma represents a shift in a time ratio (t/T)

V/C=d/(ct) V/C represents a shift in the distance ratio

Defined orthagonally:

1                 1+1 (V/C)^2+(g)^2=1

gamma (g)=t/T=tc/cT (sides make a right triangle)

This leads to the famous Einstein relationship:

This diagram repeats with time g=(1-(v/c)^2)^.5 v/c=(1-(g)^2)^0.5

   flow 1,2,3 etc. 1=1/g*((1-(v/c)^2)^.5

As it repeats, the universe expands (1/g)^2(1-(v/c)^2)=1

(1/g)^2-(1/g)^2(v/c)^2=1

(1/g)^2=1+(1/g)^2(v/c)^2

(m/g)^2=(m)^2+(m/g)^2(v/c)^2

(m/g)^2c^4=m^2c^4+(m/g)^2v^2c^2

(mc^2/g)^2=(mc^2)^2+(m/g)^2v^2c^2

With p=momentum, E=m'c^2 and m'c=p below

E^2=(mc^2)^2+p^2c^2  
 

The vertical axis of the diagram below is the same vertical axis in the diagram above.  

Since a time ratio is being evaluated when we arrive at the radius of arc we will call the 

radius a velocity ratio. 

 
The key to understanding gamma (g) is that it is a time ratio.  The ratio is g=t/T. 

 Moving clocks run slow and T is longer than t.  The only way this can be true is that T is a longer path.  

 The longer path is an arc 

Let arcl be the arc of the circle  and 1 be the chord of the circle.

R will be called the velocity ratio later

angle is marked in the diagram

arcl/angle=circumference/360

arcl/angle=2 pi R/360

.5+dif/2 angle=arcl*360/2piR

            arcl=T a acos(.5L/R)=arcl*360/2piR

      chord=1=t 0.5 angle=acos(.5L/R)

   b R^2=y^2+(L/2)^2

           angle      R R*acos(.5L/R)=arcl*360/2pi

R*acos*(.5arcl/1.017/R)=arcl*360/2pi

R=arcl*360/2pi/acos(.5arcl/1.017/R)

angle=acos(L/2/R)

R=(pi)/2*arcl/angle

b=90-a

sin b=.5/R

  for estimation purposes

  .5+dif/2 this leg of triangle is longer by dif/2

      this is a very shallow angle, but 90 minus this angle will get us to R

this leg of the triangle is 0.5

method of estimating R….assume that arc is estimated by .5+dif/2

dif cos a angle a radangle b radcos b R (velocity ratio)

(0.5/(0.5+.0193)) pi/2-a .5/cos b

0.019385 0.962677 0.274071 1.296725 0.270653 1.847385

Example of R of geodesic calculated from gamma.  Gamma is 1/1.019385 0.980984

t 1 standard

T 1.019385 moving clocks run slow compared to standard

0.274071137 ACOS(0.5/(0.5+.019385))

velocity ratio 1.847384882 velocity ratio=0.5/(COS((PI()/2-(ACOS(0.5/(0.5+1/g-1))))))

velocity ratio 1.859708779   (the estimate is used to check the real velocity ratio)

            Radius of Geodesic 4.17E-14 meters R=1.205e-14*(velocity ratio)^2

R=1.205e-14*(velocity ratio)^2=1.205e-14*(0.5/(COS((PI()/2-(ACOS(0.5/(0.5+1/g-1)))))))^2  
 



Comparing the proton scale geodesic to gravity 

 

A gravitational orbit has a radius (Rn).  The understanding given by the theory of general 

relativity was that the orbit is a geodesic (R).  However, it is possible that the position 

and velocity of a particle does not place it on the geodesic.  

 

Newtonian gravity:  Rn=GM/V^2 

Geodesic:   
R=1.205e-14*(velocity ratio)^2=1.205e-14*(0.5/(COS((PI()/2-(ACOS(0.5/(0.5+1/g-1)))))))^2  
 

Both equations depend of velocity.  Velocity is V in the Newtonian equation and g in the 

geodesic equation.   
v/c=(1-(g) 2̂) 0̂.5 
Just because both equations depend on V does not mean that both radii will be equal.  For 

example, standing here on earth our velocity is far too low to be in orbit.  The radius that 

would be determined for a Newtonian orbit does not match the geodesic radius.  Our 

radius is too curved (it is determined by the radius of the earth) and we are being 

accelerated by the equation a=G M earth/R earth^2.  If we could gain about 5000 

meters/sec (and go above the earth to keep from hitting things) we could attain an orbit 

that would match the geodesic.   

 

The geodesic in an expanding universe 

 

The following table puts all of the derivations above into action.  R universe is estimated 

to be 6.55e25 meters at 13.7 billion years.  This is dependent also on the cosmological 

constant calculation (R3 below).   Measurement of H is 2.3e-18/sec (reference 3).  When 

the slope of the integration ends we would look for H to be calculated as 2.3e-18.  It does 

in the calculation shown.   

 

There are many results in this table:  Note primarily that the calculated gravitation 

constant G is constant throughout expansion.  Note also that the cell radius and the 

geodesic radius are equal.  This satisfies my concern that the geodesics would change 

with expansion.  I suspect that this might not be true in cosmological calculations that do 

not use this cellular approach.  Furthermore note that the initial kinetic energy is reduced 

to only 2e-13 mev.  This explains why we don’t currently see the kinetic energy involved 

in expansion as a velocity of the proton in the cell.  

 

Expansion Table  

 



Note that the integration ends at 13.7 billion years (4.23e17 seconds). note scale

5 1 6 11 16 21 26 31 36 41 46 47.12

time--seconds 0.003995874 0.593040326 88.01499 13062.58 1938659 2.88E+08 4.27E+10 6.33751E+12 9.41E+14 1.4E+17 4.28E+17

alpha (initial time in sec) 0.00147 0.00147 0.00147 0.00147 0.00147 0.00147 0.00147 0.00147 0.00147 0.00147 0.00147 0.00147

time flow these are the repeats of the diagram above.  It could be 1,2,3 but it would be too slow for this calculation and it is speeded up exponentially. 

time ratio 1 1 2.72E+00 4.03E+02 5.99E+04 8.89E+06 1.32E+09 1.96E+11 2.90E+13 4.31E+15 6.40E+17 9.50E+19 2.91E+20

Fgravity (nt) 1.80E-36 m/g V 2̂/R 1.92E-36 4.72E-37 5.82E-40 7.39E-43 9.41E-46 1.20E-48 1.52E-51 1.94E-54 2.47E-57 3.14E-60 4.01E-63 5.72E-64

Cell radius 1.02E-14 R=R1+R3 9.67E-15 1.97E-14 5.67E-13 1.59E-11 4.46E-10 1.25E-08 3.50E-07 9.82E-06 2.75E-04 7.71E-03 2.18E-01 5.74E-01

R3 (from cosmological constant) 0.00E+00 7.11E-35 2.14E-32 9.12E-29 3.80E-25 1.58E-21 6.57E-18 2.73E-14 1.14E-10 4.73E-07 1.97E-03 1.18E-01

R universe cellR*exp(60) 1.10461E+12 2.25094E+12 6.47027E+13 1.82E+15 5.09E+16 1.43E+18 4E+19 1.12E+21 3.14203E+22 8.81E+23 2.49E+25 6.55E+25

g 6.67E-11 Fgrav*R 2̂/1.67e-27 2̂ 6.43E-11 6.55E-11 6.67E-11 6.67E-11 6.67E-11 6.67E-11 6.67E-11 6.67E-11 6.67E-11 6.67E-11 6.82E-11 6.73E-11

ke orbit 10.15  mev 10.15 4.98E+00 1.73E-01 6.18E-03 2.20E-04 7.86E-06 2.80E-07 1.00E-08 3.57E-10 1.27E-11 4.50E-13 1.71E-13

pe from center 4.85541E-13 1.39568E-11 3.92E-10 1.1E-08 3.08E-07 8.63E-06 0.000242 0.006777556 0.189997 5.374095 14.13549

velocity 299792458 m/sec 112188626.8 80823267.51 15490745.69 2927359 552917 104432.6 19724.77 3725.531 703.6601394 132.8962 25.27061 15.47503

129.54087 mass mev 129.5408691 129.5408691 129.5408691 129.5409 129.5409 129.5409 129.5409 129.5409 129.5408691 129.5409 129.5409 129.5409

0.9273 gamma (g) 0.9273 0.9630 0.9987 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000

0.3742 V/C 0.3742 0.2696 0.0517 0.0098 0.0018 0.0003 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

t 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

T 1 1.078353651 1.038450579 1.001337655 1.000048 1.000002 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

T-t 7.27E-02 3.70E-02 1.34E-03 4.77E-05 1.70E-06 6.07E-08 2.16E-09 7.72E-11 2.75E-12 9.83E-14 3.55E-15 1.33E-15

angle a radians 0.526595923 0.38020028 0.073066522 0.013809 0.002608 0.000493 9.3E-05 1.76E-05 3.31945E-06 6.27E-07 1.19E-07 7.3E-08

velocity ratio estimate 3 1.347322293 6.84917195 36.2089 191.6975 1014.938 5373.581 28450.35 150627.4096 798010.8 4194304 6849270

velocity ratio  3.219964229 1.365662563 6.852232955 36.20947 191.6976 1014.938 5373.581 28450.35 150627.4096 798010.8 4194304 6849270

Geodesic radius meters  r*velocity ratio 2̂ 9.67E-15 1.80E-14 5.76E-13 1.61E-11 4.51E-10 1.26E-08 3.54E-07 9.93E-06 2.78E-04 7.81E-03 2.16E-01 5.76E-01

G=r'v̂ 2/m/exp(90) G from geodesic 5.78E-11 6.78E-11 6.76E-11 6.76E-11 6.76E-11 6.76E-11 6.76E-11 6.76E-11 6.77E-11 6.76E-11 6.76E-11

Gnewtonia/Ggeodesic 1.00E+00 1.13E+00 9.83E-01 9.86E-01 9.86E-01 9.86E-01 9.86E-01 9.86E-01 9.86E-01 9.85E-01 1.01E+00 9.95E-01  
 

Note: Some of the calculations become slightly inaccurate because gamma becomes very 

close to 1 and in the early part of the table the arc is difficult to calculate. 

   

Using the geodesic in universe size space 

 

Calculating the geodesic in large space depends on more than velocity alone.  It has often 

been stated that mass bends space and bodies follow the curvature.  The table above 

shows equality between the proton size Newtonian radius and the proton size geodesic 

radius.  The work below shows how the geodesic is calculated for universe size space and 

demonstrates that the calculated geodesic for an earth orbit matches the Newtonian 

orbital radius.  

 



Mass (earth) 2.4E+24

earth R (m) 6378100

a=gm/r 2̂ m/sec 2̂ 3.94 acceleration felt because not on geodesic

m orbit R (m) 6.39E+06

a=gm/r 2̂ m/sec 2̂ 3.91

V=(aR/m) .̂5 5003.30 meters/sec velocity required to achieve geodesic

Scaling the geodesic to universe sized space

space proton size at current expansion

R is the universe size R RV 2̂/M      G=G rv̂ 2/m r is the cell radius

R' is the universe size geodesic R'V 2̂/M      G=G r'v̂ 2/m r' is the proton size geodesic

R'=r*('v/V) 2̂*(M/m)*1/exp(90)

1.00E+00 gamma

1.33E-15 1-gamma

7.30005E-08 angle

6.85E+06 velocity ratio

6.85E+06 velocity ratio

R earth orbit (meters) 6.39E+06 5.77E-01 r is the cell radius

R' geodesic (meters) 6.40E+06 0.5755 r' is the proton size geodesic (m)

Velocity of orbit (m/sec) 5.00E+03 15.37 meters/sec

Earth mass kg 2.4E+24 1.67E-27 kg

nt m 2̂/kg 2̂ 6.67E-11      G=G 6.67E-11 0.577*15.37 2̂/1.67E-27/EXP(90)  
 

The proton size calculation for G contains a divisor of 1/exp(90).  This is the value that 

reduces the gravitational force and extends its range (reference 1).  One may find it 

surprising that the geodesic calculations for both the small and large scale can be 

calculated correctly with such a large factor.  It would seem that the velocity on the small 

scale would be (as shown above in the final G calculation) about 4.4e-19 meters/sec not 

15.37 m/sec.  If it did the geodesic calculations would be very inaccurate. It is important 

to know what the real shift is.  Velocity is shifted to a lower value but r is the geodesic 

radius at the proton size so the shift must be assigned to time.  Shifted time is time 

real*exp(45).  The author has seen this before.  The decay times of mesons and baryons 

were correlated by shifts in time by the factor exp(N). 

 

shifted V 4.40E-19 meters/sec=15.37/exp(45)

1.67E-27 kg

G from shifted V 6.67E-11 .565*(4.40e-19) 2̂/1.67e-27

velocity ratio exp(45)

shifted V r/t where t=treal*exp(45)

shifted time t'=treal*exp(45)  
 

In a relativistic universe is anything constant? 

 

An argument can be made that at the size of the proton a firm foundation for physics 

exists and although relativity must be considered the same relationships will be true in 

any reference frame.  The argument starts with the fact that in the Expansion Table the 

true mass of the quarks (129.5 mev) is used to determine gamma.  In other words the 

kinetic energy of the quarks is not included that brings the proton up to mass 938.27 mev.  



If the proton were also moving in some other reference frame their mass would be further 

increased.  This would create a situation where nothing would be constant (circular 

reference) because universe size space is dependent on proton size space. Next consider 

the value 10.15 mev.  This value is described in reference 1 and is fundamental to the 

numerical pattern presented.   

 

129.5409 true mass of quarks

0.9273 gamma=129.54/(129.54+10.15)

0.3742 V/C=(1-(0.9273)^2)^0.5  
 

Next consider how the radius 1e-14 is determined.  It is again fundamental and is given 

as follows, where E=2.68 mev and m=129.5 mev are fixed: 

  

r=((HC/(2pi)/(E*m/g)^0.5)=1.01e-14 meters  
 

Next consider how radius changes.  R=r*time^(2/3).  Time in this equation is not 

relativistic time.  It is the time (t) along the horizontal axis of the V/C vs t/T diagram.  

Next consider how v at the proton size changes as expansion occurs, kinetic energy is 

scaled by r/R=1/time^(2/3) and time is the same t as above.  

Since G=rv^2/m/exp(90), G is fixed and it is fixed at a constant that does not depend on 

its reference frame. 

 

Why is the speed of light a constant? 

 

 

1

V/C=d/(Ct)

1                 1+1

gamma (g)=t/T=tC/CT

   d in the diagram above is distance

Light is shifted totally into the vertical axis at C/C.

  Light energy is not lost as time ticks to 1, 1+1, etc.

  In a moving time frame it travels to the next 1

     on the horizontal axis.

The vertical axis can also be written V=dC/(Ct)

At the next 1 light travelled dC*t/(Ct)*t=Ct=d

So in time t light travelled d and d/t=C

  The vertical axis is d

  The horizontal axis is t

Light speed is just the ratio between dimensions that

   are equal and orthogonal.  
  

 



 

Conclusion 

 

Using a cellular approach to estimate the size of the universe allows us to understand why 

the gravitation constant does not change during expansion.  It also helps us understand 

space and how protons are placed within space.  An approach to calculating the geodesic 

radius was presented for both proton size space and universe size space which shows that 

the geodesic changes appropriately during expansion.  The geodesic radius matches the 

gravitational orbital radius as space expands.  Importantly, proton size space provides a 

foundation independent of reference frame. 
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